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ABSTRACT: The possible impact of vitamin D on skeletal muscle edifice and purpose is getting a lot of consideration on the 

premise of together elementary and clinical science research. Muscle strength and power production are the key factors for 

weightlifting. Copious concern is shown towards the enhancement, alteration and assessment of the ability of the part of 

weightlifters and coaches. Vitamin D3 paucity directly affects bones and muscles health and makes them weak and 

consequently the performance. Vitamins have numerous biochemical functions, some, alike Vitamin D3, have the part similar to 

hormone since it helps to control the growth of tissue and cell segregation and regulates metabolism of minerals. The intention 

of this study was to authenticate that, upsurge in serum calcidiol status reasons a lift in muscles growth and consequently 

muscle strength, resultant an upsurge in best lifting aggregate or 1RM of bothweightlifting events. There were 100 leading 

weightlifting volunteers who were selected from four diverse metropolises of Punjab and their best lifting aggregate of snatch 

and clean + jerk in conjunction with serum calcidiol status checked at pre test level. Results showed that escalation in serum 

calcidiol status is a purpose to upsurge the best lifting aggregate or 1RM of both weightlifting events of research participant 

athletes who were deficient of serum calcidiol concentration. The effect of vitamin D3 showed considerable effect on the 

performance of the elite class weightlifters in both snatch and clean + jerk lifts. 

 

INTRODUCTION 
Vitamin D is best traditionally acknowledged for its part in the 

regulation of phosphate and calcium homeostasis [1]. Its 

naturally vibrant metabolite, 1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D 

[1,25(OH)2D], animates phosphate and calcium immersion 

from the digestive system, re-immersion from the kidney 

tubules, and phosphate and calcium enlistment from the 

skeleton  [1]. Yet, in the course of the most recent couple of 

decades, there is developing confirmation that vitamin D 

controls numerous other cell utilities. Its receptor (VDR) has 

been distinguished in countless human body tissues [2], 

demonstrating the potential for boundless impacts. Moreover, 

1,25(OH)2D-VDR tying impacts the declaration of qualities 

included in cell improvement, separation, and development 

[3, 4]. 

Weightlifting, likewise termed Olympic-style weightlifting, is 

an athletic kind in the contemporary Olympic package in 

which the competitor endeavors a greatest weight single lift of 

a barbell encumbered by means of weight plates. The two 

rival lifts all together are the snatch and the clean and jerk. 

Every weightlifter gets three efforts in respectively, and the 

joined aggregate of the most astounding two effective lifts 

decides the general result within a bodyweight classification. 

Bodyweight classifications are distinctive for males and 

females. A weightlifter who fall through to finish no less than 

one effective snatch and one fruitful clean and jerk similarly 

flops to aggregate, and subsequently gets faulty entrance for 

the competition. 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

The possible impact of vitamin D on skeletal muscle edifice 

and purpose is getting a lot of consideration on the premise of 

together elementary and clinical science research. Primary 

clinical case news of a rescindable myopathy connected with 

significant vitamin D deficiency and/or incessant renal 

disappointment distinguished a relationship between muscle 

and vitamin D [5]. Different studies show of abridged muscle 

mass, strength, and enactment and an expanded danger of falls 

in more seasoned people with low serum 25-hydroxyvitamin 

D [25(OH)D] status [6, 7]. Even though unintended 

contrivances have been portrayed [8], the restriction of the 

VDR in skeletal muscle cells [9, 10] has given proof to an 

immediate instrument by which vitamin D acts in skeletal 

muscle. In spite of these late researches in cell culture and 

wildlife, much remains to be considered. This appraisal 

explores the part of vitamin D in muscle physiology, muscle 

quality, and physical execution and reflects the sub-atomic 

components for its activities in muscle tissue. Muscle 

shortcoming or myopathy is a conspicuous element depicted 

in conditions of serious vitamin D insufficiency. Case reports 

portray a connection between hypovitaminosis D prompted 

osteomalacia and a proximal myopathy that could be turned 

around with vitamin D supplementation [11–14]. Some of 

these clinical portrayals testified that the myopathy could be 

autonomous of metabolic variations from the norm, for 

example, hypocalcemia [13] and hypophosphatemia [15]. 

Others, although, stated a relationship between 

hypovitaminosis D prompted metabolic irregularities and 

muscle myopathy [16]. 

Clinical attributes of the muscle disorder incorporate muscle 

feebleness and hypotonia in babies [13] what's more, a 

proximal myopathy with diffuse skeletal or muscle torment in 

grown-ups [17, 18]. Case reports portray trouble in mounting 

stairs, standing up from a sitting or hunching down position, 

and lifting items. Different components incorporate a swaying 

gait and uniform summed up muscle decay with protection of 

sensation or profound tendon reflexes. Electromyographic 

assessment can uncover irregularities, for example, polyphasic 

engine unit possibilities with abbreviated span and diminished 

abundancy, reliable with a myopathy [19]. One unrestrained 

study established that patients by means of hypovitaminosis 

D-instigated osteomalacia had change in their electromyogram 
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however not nerve conduction speed amid parenteral vitamin 

D treatment for a while, proposing that vitamin D assumes an 

etiological part [19]. The relationship between vitamin D 

status and muscle quality and execution may not be one of a 

kind to more seasoned people. A positive relationship between 

25(OH)D levels and muscle strength, compel, speed, and 

bounce tallness was noted in 99 postmenarchal young ladies 

matured 12–14 years with low 25(OH)D status (mean 21.3 

nmol/L) [35]. These considerations, be that as it may, were 

not balanced for physical action[35]. Serum 25(OH)D level 

was absolutely connected with handgrip power in the wake of 

conforming for physical action in another research of 301 

Chinese pre-adult young ladies (mean age 15 years) with low 

serum 25(OH)D status of 34 nmol/L [36]. Studies in a blended 

age populace of more youthful and more established ladies 

with higher pattern 25(OH)D levels ~50 nmol/L [37] 

furthermore, in more youthful postmenopausal ladies (mid 

60s) with 25(OH)D status <50 nmol/L did not discover a 

relationship between vitamin D level and tests of muscle 

execution [38]. 

A meta-investigation of 17 randomized, meticulous trials 

including more than 5000 people beyond 18 years old years 

established that just in a subgroup examination of researches 

in people with beginning serum 25(OH)D status of ≤25 

nmol/L was vitamin D set up to advantage lesser and furthest 

point of muscle power  [47]. Muir and Montero-Odasso 

performed a later meta-investigation in grown-ups age of 60 

and above [48]. This study reflected vitamin D measurements 

controlled and sort of muscle execution assessed (i.e., 

stability, Timed Up & Go testing, and strength of muscle); 

subsequently, each meta-examination had only three studies in 

every classification [48]. The study exposed that tests of 

stability and muscle power enhanced with day by day 

supplemental vitamin D dosages of 800 to 1000 IU every day 

in spite of the fact that the extent of the impact seemed, by all 

accounts, to be little (institutionalized mean contrasts of more 

or less 0.20). No momentous impact of vitamin D on walk 

swiftness was noted[48].Physical execution and muscle 

strength are associated with danger of falls in more seasoned 

people. In perspective of generous information showing a 

positive relationship between serum 25(OH)D concentrations 

and physical execution in more established vitamin D–

deficient grown-ups, a comparable relationship between 

vitamin D status and fall danger would be normal in this 

populace. In the LASA research, low 25(OH)D status (under 

25 nmol/L) were linked with an expanded danger of rehashed 

falling over the consequent year, especially in persons less 

than 75 years of age [7]. A comparable outcome was indicated 

in a substantial group study of more established group of 

females where greater 25(OH)D status was connected with a 

lesser degree of falls more than a 4-year span [49]. Further 

observational information in more seasoned grown-ups have 

shown analogous outcomes [50–53]. 

Organs involved in athletic activity, and for which there is 

evidence of intracellular autocrine production and regulation 

of calcitriol, include heart, lungs, adrenal medulla, neurons, 

muscle, pituitary, bone, and brain [54]. On the premise of the 

present comprehension of the part of vitamin D in bone 

wellbeing, aggravation, and invulnerability, it is conceivable 

that problematic vitamin D status builds danger of overdoing 

and swelling injuries, and also vulnerability to normal higher 

respiratory tract contagions and different afflictions [54]. 

These adversative conclusions could contrarily impact athletic 

preparation and execution, as well as influencing the long haul 

danger of perpetual sickness[55]. Because cutaneous vitamin 

D production is absent or drastically reduced during the 

winter, athletes who do not use supplements or expose 

themselves to artificial UVB radiation must primarily rely on 

diet and vitamin D stores [56]. Moreover, athletes with high 

skin concentrations of melanin need longer exposure to UVB 

radiation to generate the same 25(OH)D levels as those who 

are fair-skinned [57]. 

Wintertime reduction in vitamin D production, and use of 

sunscreen and/or avoidance of exposure to the Sun during the 

summer, may indicate a need for vitamin D supplementation 

[58]. A study in female military personnel revealed that 

vitamin D status declined during training in summer and early 

autumn, despite the assumption that vitamin D status would 

remain static or increase owing to sunlight exposure [59]. 

Although further research is required to determine the 

mechanism responsible, it was hypothesized that the type of 

clothing worn during training, in conjunction with potentially 

inadequate dietary vitamin D intake, may contribute to the 

unexpected decline in vitamin D [59]. 

Slight is recognized about the immediate effect of vitamin D 

insufficiency on athletic execution. Proof proposes that 

supplementation of vitamin D-lacking competitors may be of 

advantage. Cannel et al. [56] inferred that the best upgrades in 

execution may happen in those with the most minimal 

benchmark levels, as a critical change in athletic execution 

may happen when levels increment from 15 to 30 ng/mL, 

however a less observable change happens when levels 

increment from 30 to 50 ng/ml. 

METHODOLOGY 

There were 100 (n=100)leadingweightlifting volunteers 

selected from four diverse cities of Punjab, Pakistan on the 

basis of their best lifting totals of snatch and clean + Jerk 

together with their serum calcidiol status evaluated at the start 

of the experiment as pre test. These volunteers were alienated 

into two clusters as Group I (n=50) and Group II (n=50) by 

random assortment of identical number of players from the 

four cities taken up for sample selection. In pre test, both 

clusters were conserved with a general but sport specific work 

out package for the period of two months in the observation of 

their innate coaches, and Group I was conserved with D-

ZAK50 (Cholecalciferol 50000 IU) and Group II was 

conserved with placebo over single-blind research method.  

 

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN  
A. A collective number of 100 leading in good physical 

shape weightlifters of age amid 19 - 25 years of body weight 

from 69kg to 94kg were chosen as of distinctive 

weightlifting and exercising clubs of Faisalabad, Lahore, 

Sialkot and Gujranwala.  

B. All facts collected from these four cities were gathered and 

recorded on prescribes proformas.  

C. Lifting best total in weightlifting events (Snatch and Clean 

+ Jerk) and serum calcidiol status was checkered in pre test 

and documented on prescribed proformas.  
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D. Entirely the athletes were distributed into two clusters by 

allocating 50 weightlifters in each cluster named as Group I 

and Group II. 12 / 13 contestants were carefully chosen from 

each city in both clusters on the basis of their lifting best total 

in the snatch and clean + jerk total in pre test.  

E. A weekly comprehensive sport specific exercise package 

was established for entire populace and was rehashed in eight 

spells within two months and implemented on both clusters. 

Then post testresearch was directed and enhancement 

examined on basis of alteration in their lifting best aggregate 

in weightlifting and raise in serum calcidiol status.  

F. Group I was conserved with one capsule of cholecalciferol 

(D-ZAK50) where each capsule contains 50,000 I.U. of 

cholecalciferol on weekly basis for two months. Group II was 

conserved through placebo by single-blind research method in 

the administration of a reckoned medical practitioner, 

pharmacologist and further paramedical staff observing 

complete virtuous decorum.  

G. Subsequently eight weeks management, a post test of 

liftingbest total of both clusters was conducted and logged on 

explicit proforma. A post test of serum calcidiol status for 

both clusters was too completed and documented on explicit 

proforma.  

H. A comparative study was completed on basis of 

enhancement in their lifting best aggregate from pre test to 

post test and likewise contrast of serum calcidiol level was 

also made between pre test and post test.  

I.  A statistical analysis was made on basis of increase in 

lifting best total and improvement in serum calcidiol level and 

same pattern was given in graphical representation. 

 

RESULT SUMMARY 
After the participant’s exposure to two months exercise 

package together with the supplementation of D-ZAK50 

(Cholecalciferol 50000 IU) to Group I, there was an upsurge 

in lifting best total/1 repetition maximum (1RM) of snatch and 

clean + jerk along with elevation in serum calcidiol status. 

There was a notable increase in equally 1RM aggregate and 

serum calcidiol status in contestants of Group I whom were 

preserved with D-ZAK50. The ordinary upsurge in 1RM 

collective aggregate of lifting best total of both events of 

weightlifting in Group I was 11.58kg (See Table No. 1 & Fig. 

No. 1) with %age average upsurge of 3.95% (See Table No. 2 

& Fig. No. 2) of contestants of Group I. The ordinary upsurge 

in serum calcidiol status was 7.68 ng/ml (See Table No. 1 & 

Fig. No. 3) of participators of Group I.  

There was slight or insignificant upsurge in bestlifting total / 

1RM of Snatch and Clean + Jerk in conjunction with slight or 

negligible upsurge in serum calcidiol status in members of 

Group II preserved with Placebo. The average upsurge in 

1RM collective aggregate of both events of weightlifting in 

Group II was merely1.86kg (See Table No. 1 & Fig. No. 1) 

with %age upsurge of 0.62% (See Table No. 1 & Fig. No. 2) 

of members of Group II. The middling upsurge in serum 

calcidiol status was merely0.28ng/ml (See Table No. 1 & Fig. 

No. 3) in members of Group II. 

Table No. 1 

Comparison of Avg. Changes with Supplementation of D-ZAK50 

(Cholecalciferol 50000IU) and Placebo 

 
 

Fig. 

No. 1 

Avg. Change in Lifting Best Total / 1RM (Kgs) of Weightlifting 

Participants in Group I and Group II 

 

  
 

Fig. No. 2 

% Age Avg. Change in Lifting Best Total / 1RM (Kgs) of 

Weightlifting Participants in Group I and Group II 
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Fig. No. 3 

Avg. Change in Serum Calcidiol Level (ng/ml) of Weightlifting 

Participants in Group I and Group II 

 

DISCUSSION 
Strength and power creation is a crucial feature for 

weightlifting. Copious attention is given to the enhancement, 

alteration and assessment of the ability on the extent of 

weightlifters and trainers.Among the living animals, 

experimentation revealed that vitamin D scarcity penalties in 

abridged strength [60]. Dearth of vitamin D is associated with 

skeletal muscle feebleness [61, 62] as these results of this 

research explains that players treated with D-ZAK50 

(Cholecalciferol 50000IU) showed an increase in lifting best 

total in comparison to those treated with placebo (See Fig. No. 

1). Insufficiency of vitamin D is connected with withers of 

kind II skeletal muscle strands [63, 64]. In cells of adrenal 

medulla, vitamin D3 increases presence of the tyrosine 

hydroxylase quality, furthermore it is involved in the 

neurotrophic biosynthesis features, creation of nitric oxide 

mixture enzyme, and enlarged amassing of glutathione [65]. 

In vitamin D dearth players, vitamin D3 may grow athletic 

accomplishment, athletic execution might hit the most 

elevated moment that 25-hydroxy-vitamin D status change in 

the direction of those achieved by usual, full body, summer 

sun exposure, which is least 50 ng/ml [67]. Such 25-hydroxy-

vitamin D levels potentially will likewise protect the 

competitor from various extreme and incessant wellbeing state 

[67]. The effect of vitamin D3 supplementation on wellbeing 

state is ambivalent[68], the impact of vitamin D3 on 

morphology of muscle is not all around recognized in the 

sports medicine [66]. There is a noteworthy part of Vitamin 

D3 in skeletal muscles, prior reported for its embellishments 

on bone; at present it is documented that vitamin D3 has a 

much more extensive scope of usefulness for muscle, study 

brings up that vitamin D3 dearth is widespread [69]. Existing 

corroboration recognize that vitamin D3 supplementation 

assuage work out impelled skeletal muscle injury[70].  

There is noticeable upsurge in best lifting total of athletes after 

eight weeks handling with cholecalciferol in divergence to 

those athletes conserved with placebo (See Table No. 1). The 

increase in the serum calcidiol status amplified the bones and 

type II muscles strength by regulating the parathyroid 

hormone secretion from parathyroid gland, by regulating the 

osteoblast and osteoclast function in bones and by increasing 

the calcium absorption from small intestine resulted the 

increase in calcium deposition in bones and muscles results an 

increase in bone strength and power due to which increase in 

lifting best total of weightlifting events was done in 

divergence to placebo, where upsurge in best lifting total or 

1RM of bothweightlifting events and serum calcidiol status 

are insignificant in placebo(See Table No. 1). The association 

between low serum calcidiol concentration and low physical 

performance therefore remains mainly uncertain for muscle 

strength [71]. 

Furthermore vitamin D3 status checking has been commended 

as a regular part of yearly physical examinations [72]. In 

players, testing ought to be conducted nonetheless twice a 

year in association with the exercise period and expected 

ultimate concentrations [73]. Serum 25(OH)D concentration 

of 30 ng/mL and below requires vitamin D3 supplementation, 

and when the concentration is 31 - 40 ng/mL supplemental 

vitamin D3 should be considered. If routine testing of all 

players is not conceivable, those with a history of stress 

fractures, recurrent ailment, joint and bone injury, skeletal 

feebleness or discomfort, or cyphers of overtraining condition 

must be checked. These individuals might get variations in 

wellbeing and enactment when reduced level is corrected after 

being noticed. Cautious consideration should likewise be 

given to players with controlled eating routines and who 

employ the bulk of period indoors, as they may be at a higher 

risk of scarce vitamin D3 level than outdoor athletes. Bearing 

in mind the possibility for abridged bioavailability of vitamin 

D2 in stern vegetarian or vegan players, stricter evaluations of 

this subpopulation may also be necessary [74, 73]. 

 

CONCLUSION 
The current research shows that the weightlifting capacity of 

the weightlifting players increased with an increase in serum 

calcidiol level measured from pre test to post test i.e. vitamin 

D3 deficient players, supplemented with D-ZAK50 

(Cholecalciferol 50000IU) showed a noticeable increase in 

their lifting best total of weightlifting events which is the 

resultant factor of increase in their overall muscle strength 

where as those players treated with placebo have showed a 

negligible increase in their lifting best total which is the 

resultant factor of that they have not gained enough strength in 

their muscle to increase their maximum weight lifting 

capacity. So proper supplementation of vitamin D3 for a 

specific period of time to serum calcidiol level deficient or 

insufficient strength sports players cause an increase in their 

overall muscle strength due to which strength sports players 

can lift more in different weightlifting activities. 

 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
The reason for this study was to indicate that cholecalciferol 

supplementation build the muscle quality and power in 

leading weightlifters with stumpy serum calcidiol 

concentration. To further approve the impact of 

cholecalciferol (Vitamin D3), study ought to be spread over 

on youthful competitors in both situations with normal serum 

calcidiol status and in addition with serum calcidiol lacking 

weightlifters. Additional study is necessary to look at the 

viability of diverse resistance exercise procedures to see what 

sort, capacity, and strength of training is least needed to 

create an effect. The existing study is restricted to just male 
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weightlifters; it can likewise be implemented to women 

weightlifters for young and leading in both situations with 

normal serum calcidiol status and also with serum calcidiol 

lacking weightlifters.  

The present study is restricted by a little member pool and 

absence of full control owing to exercise of players in their 

local urban communities of Pakistan beside in direction of 

diverse trainers. It would be useful to spread over this study 

to an extensive bunch of participants under one rooftop for a 

systematized impact of control situation and superior trial 

condition assessments. An exertion can likewise be made to 

healthier homogenize for the exercise situation of the 

partaking weightlifters. 
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